Autocrine and/or paracrine growth of aggressive ATLL cells caused by HGF and c-Met
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Adult T-cell leukemia/lymphoma (ATLL) is a neoplasia characterized by the massive invasion of various organs by tumor cells. Previously, we found that expression of the gene for c-Met, a receptor tyrosine kinase for hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), was specific to the acute type among 41 patients with ATLL by microarray. First in the present study, we analyzed the survival of the patients in relation to expression of c-Met and HGF in ATLL cells. Expression of the former but not the latter was associated with poor prognosis. Then, we analyzed the growth of ATLL cells caused by HGF and c-Met. c-Met was expressed in 0/7 chronic ATLLs, 12/14 acute ATLLs, 1/1 IL-2-independent ATLL cell line and 1/7 IL-2-dependent ATLL cell lines as assessed by flow cytometry. HGF induced the proliferation of primary cells from most acute cases examined as well as the c-Met-positive KK1 cell line in contrast to c-Met-negative cells. HGF induced autophosphorylation of c-Met in c-Met-positive cells from an acute case and KK1 cells. The plasma level of HGF was elevated in acute as compared to chronic cases. The levels of HGF and/or IL-6 which induces the production of HGF by stromal cells, were elevated in the supernatant of short-term cultured cells from certain patients with acute or chronic disease. Finally, infiltrated ATLL cells and adjacent stromal cells in liver were shown to be positive for c-Met/HGF and HGF, respectively, in acute cases. Autocrine and/or paracrine growth caused by HGF and c-Met was suggested in aggressive ATLL cells secreting HGF and/or IL-6, respectively.

Introduction

Adult T-cell leukemia/lymphoma (ATLL) is a distinct peripheral T-lymphocytic malignancy associated with human T-cell lymphotropic virus type-I (HTLV-1) (1-3). The diverse clinical features and prognosis of this disease have led to its subclassification; acute, lymphoma, chronic, and smoldering types (4). Patients with indolent ATLL, i.e. the chronic or smoldering type, have been treated as a subtype of chronic lymphoid leukemia with a watchful-waiting policy until disease progression (5-7). Aggressive ATLL generally has a very poor prognosis as compared to aggressive B-cell lymphoma and peripheral T-cell lymphoma excluding ATLL because of the multidrug-resistance of malignant cells, a large tumor burden with multi-organ failure, hypercalcemia and/or frequent infectious complications due to a profound T-cell immunodeficiency (5-7).

Hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), also known as scatter factor, was identified as a chemoattractant for a variety of cells. HGF is produced by cells of mesenchymal origin, but not by epithelial cells and has a pleiotropic function, such as liver regeneration. It also has mitogenic, morphogenic, and motogenic effects on epithelial cells, as well as endothelial cells (8). The receptor for HGF is encoded by the met proto-oncogene (c-Met). The c-Met protein is a tyrosine kinase cell surface receptor and consists of an extracellular α- and a transmembrane β chain. The β chain consists of the tyrosine kinase domain as well as the site for tyrosine autophosphorylation. Ligation of HGF causes autophosphorylation of c-Met, followed by a variety of signaling cascades (9). Although normal HGF/c-Met signaling is involved in many aspects of embryogenesis, abnormal HGF/c-Met signaling has been implicated in tumor development and progression.
In particular, HGF/c-Met signaling has been shown to play a significant role in promoting tumor cell invasion and metastasis. Furthermore, HGF and/or c-Met expression/overexpression has been documented in a wide variety of human tumors (10,11). c-Met is predominantly expressed in epithelial cells but has been detected in various hematopoietic cells as well (12). Furthermore, lymphoid malignancies, such as multiple myeloma and several B cell lymphomas, were found to express c-Met, suggesting that c-Met is involved in the pathogenesis of these diseases (13,14).

We have reported frequent hepatic involvement and the relationship between liver invasion and poor prognosis in ATLL, and the relationship was associated with c-Met expression on ATLL cells (15,16). Recently, using microarray-based gene expression profiling, we performed a comprehensive genomic analysis of ATLL in order to investigate the mechanism of progression from chronic to acute disease, and found that c-Met expression was shown to be specific to acute type ATLL and the plasma concentration of HGF was increased in some individuals with acute or chronic type ATLL (17).

To clarify the interaction of c-Met/HGF in the multistep leukemogenesis and tissue-invasiveness of ATLL, we investigated the possible autocrine/paracrine loop using ATLL cell lines, and primary leukemic cells and liver autopsy specimens from patients with the disease.

Materials and methods

**Clinical and microarray data for analyzing the relationship of prognosis and c-Met/HGF expression in ATLL.** Isolated CD4+ leukemic cells from cases of the chronic (n=19) or of prognosis and c-Met/HGF expression in ATLL. Isolated CD4+ leukemic cells from chronic (n=19) or acute (n=22) ATLL had been subjected to profiling of gene expression with oligonucleotide microarrays containing >44,000 probe sets including those for c-Met and HGF in our previous study (17). Collected clinical data for each patient were correlated with the expression data in this study.

**Cell lines.** Eight HTLV-I-positive T-cell lines were used. Six of the 7 cell lines established by us, SO4, ST1, KK1, KOB, LMY-1 and LMY2 excluding OMT, were each derived from a primary ATLL clone confirmed by Southern blotting for HTLV-1-integrated sites. The origin of HUT102 is unknown. HUT102, an interleukin (IL)-2-independent cell line, was grown in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS, penicillin G (50 units/ml), and streptomycin (50 μg/ml) in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO₂ in air. The other 7 cell lines were IL-2-dependent, and were grown in a medium identical to that for HUT102 with 200 Japan reference units (JRUs)/ml recombinant IL-2 (provided by Takeda Chemical Industries, Osaka, Japan).

**Patient samples for analyzing the growth of ATLL cells caused by HGF and c-Met.** We assessed 21 patients with ATLL, 14 and 7 with acute and chronic types, respectively, having >90% ATLL cells phenotypically confirmed by more than two parameters among CD2, CD3, CD4, CD5 and CD25 in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). Four out of the 21 patients (3 acute types and 1 chronic type) were included in our previous study (17). The diagnosis of ATLL was based on clinical features, hematological findings including cytologically or histologically proven mature T-cell leukemia/lymphoma, and serum anti-HTLV-1 antibodies (16,17). Integration of the monoclonal HTLV-I provirus into the genomic DNA of malignant cells was confirmed by Southern blot hybridization in all cases. PBMC and plasma from patients with ATLL were obtained by density gradient separation from peripheral blood, before chemotherapy, with informed consent. PBMCs and plasma were also obtained from healthy individuals.

**Detection of c-Met protein on the cell surface by flow cytometric analysis.** The expression of c-Met on the cell surface was analyzed by flow cytometry as described (17). Briefly, 3-5x10⁶ cells were washed twice with PBS containing 2% FBS (FBS/PBS). The cells were incubated at 4°C with a mouse anti-human c-Met MoAb (Do-24; Pharmingen), washed twice with FBS/PBS, and suspended in FBS/PBS. Thereafter, the cells were incubated with murine mAbs to human CD4 and CD25, respectively conjugated with phycoerythrin (PE) and perCP. They were analyzed by FACScan using CellQuest software (Becton-Dickinson), and positivity for c-Met was evaluated in CD4 and CD25 double positive ATLL cells.

**Detection of autophosphorylation of c-Met protein.** Cell lines and primary ATLL cells were incubated in the presence or absence of human recombinant HGF (Sigma). To analyze the autophosphorylation of c-Met in response to HGF treatment, cellular lysates were immunoprecipitated with c-Met-specific antibody on 10% SDS-PAGE gels, electrophoretically transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride membranes (Immolon-P; Millipore Corp., Bedford, MA), and then analyzed for immunoreactivity with a mouse anti-human c-Met polyclonal antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) or antiphosphotyrosine antibody (anti-PY, 4G10), and horseradish peroxidase-conjugated sheep anti-mouse IgG (Amersham Life Science, Inc., Arlington Heights, IL) with an enhanced chemiluminescence detection system (Amersham Life Science, Inc.).

**Proliferation assay.** For assays of cell proliferation, IL-2-deprived KK-1 cells and primary ATLL cells were cultured at a density of 5x10⁹/ml and 1x10⁶/ml viable cells assessed by trypan blue staining, respectively, in 96-well flat-bottomed microtiter plates in 200 μl of RPMI-1640 medium containing 10% FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine and antibiotics, with or without human recombinant HGF (Sigma), anti-human HGF Ab (R&D) or anti-human HGF R(c-Met) Ab (R&D) for 48 h, and were then mixed with MTS [3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H- tetrazolium, inner salt]. Cell proliferation was measured with a CellTiter 96 Aqueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). All samples were analyzed in triplicate.

**Cytokine assay.** MNCs from patients with ATLL, normal individuals, or cell lines were suspended in RPMI-1640
medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum (M.A. Bioproducts, Walkersville, MD) and 200 JRM/ml IL-2 at a concentration of 5x10^5/ml and 2x10^6/ml viable cells assessed by trypan blue staining, respectively. After 72 h of incubation, supernatant fluid was collected for assays. We examined the concentrations of HGF and IL-6 in the plasma and the supernatant fluid samples by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (Quantikine; R&D).

Immunohistochemistry. Using a formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded section of liver from autopsy specimens, we performed immunohistochemical analysis. The antibodies used were a rabbit polyclonal antibody against c-Met (SC-10, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) at 1:20 dilution and a rabbit polyclonal antibody against HGF (SC-7949, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) at 1:20 dilution (18). Tissue blocks were sectioned at 5-micron thickness and were put on coated slide glass. After deparaffinization, the sections were pretreated in pH 6.0 citrate buffer by microwave for 10 min for antigen retrieval. The tissues were incubated with 3% H_2O_2 to block unspecific reaction for 5 min. After washing with PBS, the tissue were incubated with the first antibody for 1 h in room temperature, then, washed with PBS, and were incubated with DAKO EnVision system for 30 min. The stains were visualized with DAB.

Results

Expression level of c-Met but not HGF was associated with clinical subtypes of ATLL and prognosis (Fig. 1). Expression levels of c-Met and HGF by oligonucleotide microarrays were compared between 22 acute cases and 19 chronic cases of ATLL. Leukemic CD4 positive cells from acute ATLL expressed significantly more c-Met than those from chronic ATLL (25.0 unit vs. 16.4 unit, p=0.021 by Mann-Whitney test). In contrast, the difference was not significant for HGF (23.5 unit vs. 18.1, p=0.15 by Mann-Whitney test). Expression of c-Met and HGF by oligonucleotide microarrays were compared between 22 acute cases and 19 chronic cases of ATLL. Leukemic CD4 positive cells from acute ATLL expressed significantly more c-Met than those from chronic ATLL. In contrast, the difference was not significant for HGF. Also, high expression of c-Met but not HGF was associated with worse overall survival.

Expression of c-Met protein in leukemic cells from ATLL patients. To examine the expression of c-Met on primary ATLL cells, FCM-based analyses were performed using PBMCs freshly isolated from ATLL patients as described previously (17). We observed the expression of c-Met on CD4 and CD25 double positive ATLL cells from 12 of 14 patients with acute-type ATLL, but none of 7 patients with chronic-type ATLL (Table I). c-Met was expressed in HUT102 and KK1, which were IL-2 independent and dependent cell lines, respectively.

Autophosphorylation of c-Met was induced in HTLV-I-positive T-cell lines and primary ATLL cells by HGF treatment. To examine whether the c-Met expressed in HTLV-I-positive ATLL cell lines and primary ATLL cells is functional, we analyzed the autophosphorylation of c-Met in response to HGF treatment. A signal of Mr 140,000 representing autophosphorylation of c-Met was detected by c-Met-positive KK-1 as described, and primary ATLL cells for the first time, when they were incubated in the presence of HGF (Fig. 2) (16). In those cells, the autophosphorylation of c-Met was not observed in the absence of HGF treatment. In contrast,
no signal representing c-Met or phosphotyrosine could be detected in c-Met-negative ATLL cell lines and primary ATLL cells (data not shown).

**HGF induces ATLL cell proliferation.** We next measured cell proliferation in primary ATLL cells and ATLL cell lines after stimulation with HGF. As shown in Fig. 3A, KK1, an IL-2-dependent ATLL cell line, showed a proliferative response to HGF in a dose-dependent manner after being deprived of IL-2 in contrast to c-Met negative cell lines. The response was at least partially blocked by anti-HGF or anti-c-Met antibodies (Fig. 3B). Similarly, HGF induced a proliferative response in c-Met-positive ATLL cells from 9 of the 11 acute cases with c-Met expression but not in c-Met-negative ATLL cells from 7 chronic cases (Fig. 3C).

**Cytokine assay.** The plasma levels of HGF in patients with ATLL are shown in Fig. 4A. The level was most elevated in acute type, and moderate in chronic type ATLL as compared to healthy individuals. Next, we analyzed HGF levels in the supernatants of short-term cultured primary ATLL cells and ATLL cell lines (Fig. 4B). In some of the patients with acute or chronic type ATLL, the cytokine level was relatively elevated as compared to healthy controls. In two (KK1 and ST1) out of 5 IL-2 dependent ATLL cell lines, the level was also relatively high.

To further analyze the mechanism of the increase in plasma HGF levels in patients with acute ATLL, cells not

**Table I. Expression of c-Met, growth response to HGF, and cytokine assay in primary ATLL cells and ATLL cell lines.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ATLL cell line positive/tested cases</th>
<th>Primary ATLL cells (Chronic type) positive/tested cases</th>
<th>Primary ATLL cells (Acute type) positive/tested cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expression of c-Met</td>
<td>2/8</td>
<td>0/7</td>
<td>12/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth response to HGF</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>0/7</td>
<td>9/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGF concentration (plasma)</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>0/6</td>
<td>8/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGF concentration (culture)</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>6/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-6 concentration (culture)</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>5/5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Supernatant of short-term cultured ATLL cells. N.A., not available.

**Figure 2.** c-Met expressed in an HTLV-1-positive cell line and in primary ATLL cells is autophosphorylated in response to HGF. c-Met-positive KK-1 cells, and primary leukemic cells from a patient with acute ATLL were incubated in the presence (+) or absence (-) of HGF, lysed, immunoprecipitated with anti-c-Met antibody, and blotted with the same antibody or phosphotyrosine (anti-PY) antibody.

**Figure 3.** HGF induces proliferation of c-MET-positive cells. (A) The proliferation of c-Met-positive KK1, an IL-2 dependent ATLL cell line, was evaluated in a manner dependent on the dose of HGF after IL-2 deprivation by MTS assay. Data are expressed in absorbance unit and means ± SD of triplicates. (B) The proliferation of KK1 was evaluated in the absence or presence of HGF (50 ng/ml) alone or together with anti-HGF or anti-c-Met antibodies (Fig. 3B). Similarly, HGF induced a proliferative response in c-Met-positive ATLL cells from 9 of the 11 acute cases with c-Met expression but not in c-Met-negative ATLL cells from 7 chronic cases (Fig. 3C).
producing the cytokine *in vitro* were measured as to the concentration of IL-6, which had been reported to induce HGF production in stromal cells, in supernatant of short-term cultured ATLL cell lines and primary ATLL cells (19). The level was most elevated in acute types including cases with ATLL cells not secreting HGF, and moderate in chronic types and the cell lines as compared to healthy individuals (Fig. 5).

**Immunohistochemistry.** To evaluate the relationship between tissue-invasiveness and c-Met/HGF expression in ATLL, liver autopsy specimens from 2 patients suffering with liver dysfunction were analyzed. Immunostaining revealed most and some infiltrated atypical lymphocytes were c-Met-positive cells in each one case, respectively (Fig. 6). Hepatocytes...
were stained weak with anti-c-Met antibody as described previously (20). In the case with c-Met expression in most atypical lymphocytes, some of the cells were also positive for HGF. In the other case, HGF was positive in most adjacent stromal fibroblasts but rare in atypical lymphocytes.

Discussion

HGF/c-Met signaling has been shown to play a significant role in promoting tumor cell invasion and metastasis in a wide variety of human tumors (10,11,13,14). We previously found that the expression level of c-Met was higher in leukemic cells of acute type than chronic type ATLL by microarray-based gene expression profiling. Furthermore, the plasma concentration of HGF was increased in most acute and some chronic cases although the expression was not significantly detected in leukemic cells by microarray and PCR (17). We also previously reported that c-Met expression in ATLL was associated with liver-invasiveness of the disease (16). Here, we studied HGF/c-Met interaction using ATLL cell lines, primary leukemic cells and liver autopsy specimens from patients with the disease to elucidate the mechanism of multi-step carcinogenesis and tissue-invasiveness.

We first compared the significance of c-Met and HGF on the clinical features of ATLL. Expression of c-Met but not HGF was increased in acute cases as compared to chronic cases and associated with poor prognosis. In contrast to HGF expression in leukemic cells, plasma HGF concentration was higher in acute cases. Collectively, both c-Met expression in leukemic cells and concentrations of HGF in plasma were increased in most patients with acute ATLL, but rare in patients with chronic ATLL.

Overexpression of HGF and/or c-Met has been reported in various human cancers. Some tumor cell-derived factors, such as IL-1, IL-6 and TNF-α, are involved in the overexpression of HGF in stromal fibroblasts (18,21). Thus, such growth factors produced in stromal cells interact with the receptors expressed on tumor cells (paracrine pattern). In addition, malignant tumor cells also frequently produce growth factors and their receptors (autocrine pattern). Therefore, the HGF/c-Met pathway plays an important role during tumor progression in a paracrine pattern and/or autocrine pattern (22,23). The levels of HGF, and/or IL-6 were elevated in the supernatant of short-term cultured ATLL cells from some patients with acute or chronic disease as well as the cell lines KK1 and ST1. Notably, the IL-6 level in the supernatant was elevated in some cases without an elevation of HGF in the supernatant. These results suggest autocrine and/or paracrine growth stimulated by HGF and c-Met in acute ATLL cells secreting HGF and/or IL-6 which induce production of HGF by stroma cells, respectively. Plasma concentrations of IL-6 in the acute cases were significantly higher than those in the chronic cases of ATLL in our previous study (24). ATLL cells as well as HTLV-1 infected cells from HTLV-1 carriers and patients with HTLV-1-associated myelopathy secrete not only IL-6 but other HGF-inducers such as IL-1β and TNF-α, through which the production of HGF in stromal cells could be up-regulated (25-27).

The expression of c-Met in c-Met-positive ATLL cells from an acute case was functional as well as in KK1 by detecting autophosphorylation of the protein after HGF treatment. Furthermore, we showed for the first time that HGF induced the proliferation of primary ATLL cells from most c-Met-positive acute cases examined as well as the KK1 cell line in contrast to c-Met-negative cells. This effect was at least partially blocked by antibodies to HGF and c-Met in KK1. These results strongly suggest the c-Met/HGF interaction to be an important event during the acute transformation of ATLL from the chronic phase. Although the HGF concentration was elevated in supernatant of KK1 cells and plasma of the acute case, autophosphorylation of c-Met was not detected in those cells without HGF treatment possibly because the concentration was not high enough to induce autophosphorylation. Interestingly, liver dysfunction associated with ATLL invasion was detected in three of the 12 c-Met positive cases in contrast to none of the 9 negative cases in this series. In two of the cases, infiltrated ATLL cells and adjacent stromal cells in liver were shown to be positive for c-Met/HGF and HGF, respectively, suggesting the autocrine and paracrine loop. The invasion by ATLL cells of organs such as the liver could expose the cells to hypoxia and induce c-Met expression as hypothesized in invasive and metastatic cancers (10,16,28). Also, HGF concentration could be elevated at invasive lesion secreted by ATLL cells or adjacent stromal cells (18,23).

Given that the JAK-STAT signaling pathway is activated in the leukemic cells of patients with advanced ATLL (29), it may be relevant that binding sites for STAT1/STAT3 are present in the promoter regions of c-Met. The mechanism of overexpression of c-Met includes amplification of the gene (30). However, we did not detect a significant difference in DNA content at the c-Met locus between chronic and acute ATLL in our previous study (17). It is thus possible that JAK-STAT signaling contributes to the transcriptional activation of c-Met.

IL-2/IL-2R, IL-15/IL-15R and chemokine I-309 loop have been reported to induce autocrine and/or paracrine growth of aggressive ATLL cells (31-33). However, plasma levels of IL-2 and IL-15 were low in those studies. In contrast, HGF level in some acute cases were more than 4 ng/ml, which could induce some proliferation in KK1 and primary ATLL cells. Despite low plasma concentration of HGF, interestingly, the level in supernatant of short-term cultured ATLL cells from some chronic types was also elevated as acute ATLL. Although c-Met was not expressed in chronic types, the secretion of HGF by the cells after IL-2 stimulation might reflect the early phase of the transition to acute ATLL. There have been reports on several targets for the treatment of ATLL (34-37). The c-Met pathway is among drug targets in cancer progression and provides at least three avenues of selective anticancer development: antagonism of ligand/receptor interaction, inhibition of TK catalytic activity, and blockade of intracellular signaling. Human clinical trials in two of the three areas are now underway (10,11,22,23). Our study revealed that blocking the pathway might be effective against aggressive ATLL as well as solid cancers.

In conclusion, we provide the first evidence of autocrine and/or paracrine growth of primary leukemic cells and tissue-invasive cells stimulated by HGF and c-Met in aggressive ATLL secreting HGF and/or IL-6, respectively. In addition,
the c-Met/HGF system may represent a suitable target for the treatment of ATLL.
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